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I 
ABSTRACT 
The inelastic response of steel portal fr8411es with a mass 
att.achec;i to the centre of the beam member and subjected to 
large dynamic loads is studied. The analysis is carried 
out using the mode approximation technique extended to 
v 
include strain-rate sensitivity, finite deflections and pulse 
duration. Experimental results are presented which show good 
agreement with theoretical predictions. The use of the 





The treatment of inelastic dynamic loading problems in 
structures has been achieved along two distinct lines: the 
numerical approach and the more traditional analytical approach. 
Simple analytical methods are extremely useful for pre-
liminary stages of design and may even be ad.equate for the final 
design in many cases. They further provide insight into the 
mechanics of the deforuiation process, covering a wide class of 
problems. In those cases where the external dynamic loads can 
be accurately determined, or when theoretical methods are not 
available, the numerical methods (1, 2] may be used. These 
are however long and complex, and it is desirable to have simple 
approximate methods. 
Of interest here is the mode approximation technique 
developed by Martin and Symonds [3] for rigid-plastic structures 
loaded impulsively. This technique has been extended to more -
·general inelastic behaviour. Symonds [4] used the technique as 
a starting point for an approximate theory including strain rate 
and strain hardening effects. Lee and Martin [5], Lee [6] and 
Symonds [7] discussed mode approximation concept; for viscous and 
rigid-viscoplastic materials. An analogous technique for the 
case of load pulses 0f- finite duration was further developed by 
Augusti, Martin and 0' Keeffe [ 81. Apart from simple beams, very 
few structures composed of straight bars have been studied. 
vii 
It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate the mode 
approximation technique applied to the analysis of mild steel 
portal frames (rectangular and trapezoidal) subjected to 
impulse loading at the centre of the beam. This class of 
structures has many advantages as an object of study since they 
are widely used in engineering practice and are nevertheless 
sufficiently simple so that both analysis and experiments are 
fairly simple to carry out and compare. Most of the previous 
work on the analysis of portal frames was based on two degree of 
freedom models (Rawlings [9]) or on the mode solution where strain 
rate effects were included by correcting the yield moment (Perrone 
[10], Martin and Johnson [11]). Fully numerical methods have also 
been used by Johnson, Al-Hassani and Hashmi [l]. Symonds and 
Chon [25] have recently used a method similar.to the one described 
here. 
In the present analysis~ the mode approximation technique 
is extended to include strain rate effects, geometry changes and 
pulse duration. Elastic effects are ignored. This assumption, 
as pointed out by Symonds [12] is only.valid if the applied kinetic 
energy is considerably larger than the maximum amount of strain 
energy which can be absorbed in a wholly elastic manner. It is 
also important that the duration of loading be short compared to 
the natural period of elastic vibration. 
An experimental program designed to test the validity of 
the analysis is reported. Results are presented which show 
reasonable agreement with theoretical predictions, The energy 
ratio for the test performed varied between 3 and 13. Transient 
responses were recorded with a velocity transducer. 
viii 
The use of the extended Hamilton's principle [13] for mode 
form solutions is also discussed. It is shown that Martin and 
Lee's extremum principle [5] may be derived from it. 
1. 
PART I: ANALYTICAL STUDY 
1. The constitutive equation 
The dependence of the dynamic lower yield stress 0(£) 
on the plastic strain rate € has been represented in numerical 
form [14] by 
1 
1 for lol > o ' - 0 (1.1) 
where o
0 
is the yield stress, as derived fro~ tests at various 
strain rates rather than the usual static test; €
0 
and n are 
material constants. This formula (with n = 5, €
0 
= 40sec- 1 ) 
represents satisfactorily the tension impact tests of Manjoine 
[15] and the tests in pure bending of Aspden and Campbell [16]. 
It implies that the material is of rigid-viscoplastic type: no 
deformation occurs if lol < o • 
0 
The inhomogeneity of this constitutive relation makes 
for major difficulties in the analysis of dynamic problems. 
The mode approximation technique is substantially simplified if the 
constitutive equation is homogeneous; permanent mode solutions then 
exist, for example. For that purpose, Symonds [7] made use of the 
concept of a 'matched viscous' representation, in which equation 





= [ uii' 
Since microscopic models of slip dynamics, as well as modern 
2. 
(1.2) 
developments in constitutive laws define plastic strain rate as 
occurring at all stress .levels, the homogeneous viscous represen-
tation which has this property may be regarded as no less suitable 
for plastic structural dynamics than the customary rigid-visco-
plastic representation [7]. 
If the rigid-vi?coplastic type of law ( 1.1) is regarded 
as correct, it is possible to match equation (1.2) to it in various 
ways. Symonds [7] chose a' and n' in terms of a and n in such a 
0 0 
way that the error remained conservative in the sense that the 
actual material is replaced by a weaker one. He ensured this by 
making the curve a= a(e) of equation (1.2) touch that of equation 
(1.1) with a common tangent at a particular strain rate £*. 
This implies that different curves are used for different problems 
or the same problem with varied loading conditions. It is felt 
here that this is not necessary in view of the fact that equation 
(1.1) is itself an approximation. It is thus proposed to match 
(1.2) to (1.1) by a single curve, using the least square error 
method. 
Figure 1.1 shows the rigid-viscoplastic and viscous curves. 
1 
Figure l.l 
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This is squared and integrated over the interval 0 < ~ < A: 
- e: 











S is then minimized. For A = 2 (range of interest in this study -







Figure 1.2 shows a comparison between the rigid-viscoplastic curve, 
the viscous curve and Manjoine's experimental curve for which 
o
0 
= 29 kip, £ = 40 and n = 5. 
0 
It can be seen that the 
viscous curve is everywhere below Manjoine's curve for rates less 
than 103 and the error induced is thus still conservative. 
2. The use of Hamilton's principle for mode for.m solutions 
A number of variational principles have been formulated to 
obtain mode solutions of a structure deforming plastically as a 
result of dynamic loading (see for example ·Lee and Martin [5]; 
Lee [6]; Martin (17]; Symonds and Wierzbicki [18]). Taya and 
Mura [13] have recently used an extended Hamilton's principle to 
analyse rigid-plastic structures. We shall here further extend 
6. 
Hamilton's principle to include viscous materials and show how Lee 
and Martin's minimum principle may be derived from it. 
For this purpose we treat bar structures composed of viscous 
material where the bending moment M and the curvature rate K are 









and Ko are constants. 
(2.1) 
The structure occupies a domain S; loads p(s,t) are spe-
cified on part ST, while velocities u = 0 everywhere on Su. The 
displacement and acceleration are represented by u and U respectively. 
Consider the identity 
d • 1' 
- UuU 
dt = Uou 
• 
+ uou. 
Multiply both sides by m and integrate over the domain S: 
d f t mllouds = J muouds + J mllouds. 
s s s 
The principle of virtual work gives 
J · Pouds 
s 
J MoKds = 
s 












J MoKds + 
s 
J muouds . (2.5) 
s 
Integrate both sides over 
J muouds !2 = s 1 
If we select ou(t1 ) = 
the time interval 
t 
J 2 ( J Pouds 
tl s 
+ f muouds) dt. 
s 
[ tl' t2]: 
J MoKds 
s 
= o, (2.6) becomes 
J MoKds + 
s 
f muouds)_dt = 0 
s 









oT = f muouds, 
s 





Equation (2.7) becomes 
t2 
J (ow + oT)dt = 
tl 
This is in fact Hamilton's principle (see for example [26]) 
from which the equation of motion may be derived. 
(2.7) may be "Wl'itten as 
t2 






We wish to find an expression dependant on ou only. The first 














f f muoudsdt, 
tl s 





The first two terms disappear since the varied path must satisfy 
the boundary conditions at any instant. 
Substituting (2.10) and (2.11) in (2.9): 
d2M 
dx2 + P) oudsdt = o, (2.12) 
i .. e. 
= (2.13) 
which is the differential·equation governing the motion of a beam 
element. 
When the moment M is constant, as in the rigid-plastic 
case, equation (2.8) may be written as 
where 
E = f MKds 
s 
This is the extended Hamilton's principle as proposed by 
Taya and Mura [13], in which Eis the dissipated energy. 
For viscous materials, M is not a. constant and ( 2 .14) 
does not hold. A similar equation may however be derived if we 
define U. to be of mode.form: 
u = v*~(x)T(t). (2.15) 
i.e. 
. 




r T; )n 
1 
M 0 
n = 1/n K 
i<: 
0 
The first variation of E is now 
J 
a (MK) 
oE = OKds, dK 
s 
= r {K ~~ + M} OKdS. 
s 
Using (2.i8), this gives 
oE = n: l f .MoKdS 
s 
Equation (2.7) now reduces to 
t2 









where E = f MKds. 
s 
It must be noted that this is not the 
dissipated energy. 
We shall now show that Martin and Lee's minimum principle 
[5] can be derived from (2.20). This minimum principle applies 
to the impulse loading problem: p(s,t) = O. Equation (2.20) 
becomes: 
n ~ 1 MK) dsdt = 0 (2.21) 
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B = n + 1 n 
n 
1 (f.: Tn T* 
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1- 1 











J <5{ A -
2
- ~ 2dx 
s 
<5 {A f ~mU.2 ds 
s 
u = v* ~(x) ' 
<5 { J MK:ds + !J 
s 
n+l 
M v* n n+l 
+ B _o ___ ...,_._ f ~ n ds } 
l,h xx 
K:o s 
+ B f MK:ds } 
s 
= o, 
1 •2 ds } o. -mu = 2 
s 
12. 
= 0 ' 
(2.23) 
If! is treated as a Lagrangian multiplier, equation (2.22) means 
that the mode solution u makes 
f W:ds 
s 
stationary subject to the condition 
J 
lmu2ds = constant 
2 
s 
This is the extremum principle formulated by Lee and Martin [5]. 
13. 
3. Impulsively loaded portal frames 
Consider the portal frame shown in Figure 3.1: a trapezoidal 
frame is treated here for generality; very minor changes are 







The frame is of rectangl.llar cross-section (width b, thickness 
h), mass m per unit. length. A mass G is attached at mid-span, 
and (treated as a particle) is subjected to an impulse so that 
its velocity at time t = 0 is V . 
0 
represent ~he velocities at time t of a point x. of the beam 
1 
and column members respectively. The bending moment M and the 
curvature rate K are considered as the only generalized stress 













= ho (1 + 2! )n is the material rate sensitivity 
constant for bending curvature rate [5]. 
Because of the geometrical and loading symmetry, oniy 
hair of the frame is analysed. 
3.1 Small deflection analysis 
-------------------------
We seek a mode form approximate solution and write this as 
i = 1,2 (3.2) 
where the shape function ~1 (x1 ) is normalised so that ~1 (t) = 1, 
and the time function T(t) is defined so that T(O) = 1 and 
T( t ) = O. Thus v* is the initial velocity at x1 = i. The 
boundary conditions to be satisfied by the mode functions are 
111(0,t) = 
v* may be found as suggested by Martin and Symonds [3] by 
minimizing 6 (v*) where 
0 




v* = o 
J m<t>i ds + % 
s 





Substituting equations (3.1) and (3.2) in (3.5): 
1 




- mv* lAi dx2 <Pixx = <Pi T . 
K 
0 
This equation is separable and gives 
l 
l M v*n d2 .l . Tn 0 <P~ T = lfii dx2" = A 1XX ' 
K mv*<t>. 
0 1 






T(t) may then be found by integration. Taking into 
account the conditions T(O) = 1 and T(tf) = 0 we get 
n 
( ) n-1 T = 1 - :L (3.7) tf 
where· tf 
n 
= A(n-1) . 
The shape functions cp.(x.) are governed by the differential 
1 1 
equation 
where A = 
1 
1 







and must satisfy the boundary conditions 
= <1>2( O) 
= 
= 
G --A 2 
= 0 , 




Using the equations for rate of energy dissipation, 
it can be shown that 
A = 
n+l 
I cf>.n ds l.XX 
s 
J mcf>f ds + ~ 
s 
(3.10) 
The iterative procedure adopted by Lee and Martin [5] 
and by Symonds [7] may be used to determine the shape functions 
cf>.(x.) arid hence the mode solution: 
J. J. 
(i) Functions cf>~O)(x.) which satisfy equations (3.9) 
l. l. 
and the normalizing condition ct>1 (~) = 1 are chosen; 
cf> (0) (x ) 
x2 2x
1 1 
+ = -~ 1 1 ~ 
cf>(O)(x ) 
x3 x2 
2 2 = - 2~2L + ~ . 2 2 
(ii) A is determined using (3.10) 
(iii) Writing mAcf>i(x) as the right-hand side of (3.8), the 




This procedure is described in detail in 
Appendix A. 
(iv} The generated function $(l} is normalized so that 
$(l}(t) = 1 and is now used to calculate A and mA$ .• 
1 1 
The cycle is repeated till A remains constant. 
18. 
{v) v*,tf are calculated and the mode shape is thus fully 
determined. 
The convergence of this ~rocedure was not investigated 
but was found to be rapid. 
For the large deflection analysis, the total response 
is split into several intermediate stages to each of which the 
small deflection analysis is applied. The configuration at the 
end of each stage is used as the initial configuration of the 
next stage. 
The mode solution is written as 
= ( t) v* $. (x.) T(t), 1 1 (3.ll) 
where $~t)(x.) is the instantaneous mode at the current deflections. 
1 1 




't i ~ _Jnitial configuration 
/J .r--=-~-:-=~ ) configuration after t. t 
Ii / ! - - small deflection analysis 








The initial mode shape is determined and assumed to 
govern the motion for a small period of time bt after which the 
displacement shape of the frame is as shown in Figure 3.2. 
The small deflection analysis ignores geo~etry changes and 
assumes the corner point displacements to be zero. This is 
however not correct: the deflection of the beam member 
causes an inward displacement of the corner point 
R, 
ct ::: I ~( ulx.) 2ds. 
0 
(3.12) 









The second term of equation (3.13) is an arbitrarily 
chosen interpolation function. 
The axial shortening a due to the column deflection is 
then given by 
L 
a " J ~(u2) 2dx (3.14) 
0 
The beam displacement must thus be corrected: 
= + S Cos 0 (3.15) 
The new configuration is thus determined and a new mode 
shape is calculated. The process is repeated till the frame 
comes to rest. 
It must be noted that equation (3.13) only applies to 
the first time interval Lit. In the next stages, u2 (L) ~ 0 
and u2(x2
) is simply sultiplied by the correction factor 
(3.16) 
to satisfy the continuity requirements. 
For the rectangular frames, 0 = 0 and Cos e is thus 1. 
The analysis remains otherwise the same. 
4. Pulse loaded portal frames 
Consider the portal frame described in the previous 
section .• The frame is stationary at time t = 0 and the mass 
G (treated as a particle) is subjected to a load P given by 
A mode 
p = P(t) for 0 < t < t 
p = 0 for t > t 
form solution.is sought: 






i = 1,2 (4.2) 
where the mode function ·~t)(x1 ) is defined so that t1 (i) = 1, 
and the time function T(t) so that T(O) = O, Ttt ) = 1 and 
0 
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are the same 




dxl Ix =i 1 = 

















For t > t
0
, the solution procedure will thus be the same 
as for the impulse case, large deflection analysis. For t < t , 
- 0 
22. 
equation ( 3. 6) is still valid i.e. the differential equation 




l n . 
mv*i< T 
0 (4.5) 
~d the equation governing the time function T(t) is 
l 
- T Tn = A. (4.6) 
Integrating (4.6) and taking into account the conditions 
T(O) = O, T(t ) = l: 
0 
n 
T = ( ~ )n-1 
0 









Substituting (3.1), (4.2) and (4.7) in (4.3), the boundary 
condition at x
1 
= i becomes 
1 -






2M v*Vn t (1-n) 
0 o. 
l. 1 





In pulse loaded structures where the initial velocities 
are zero, v* cannot be determined by minimizing 8 (v*). 
0 
Using the work rate equation 
I p. Z1ids 
s 
f mu.u.ds = 1 1 
s 
f M.K:.ds 1 1 
s 
(4.1)) 
integrating both sides over the time interval [o,t
0
] and 
introducing (3.1), (4.2) and (4.7) we get 
t 
where I = J 
0




M v*n t (n-1) f 
0 0 







If cj>.(x.) is known, v* may be determined by (4.11). 
1 1 
It is clear from (4.9) that mode solutions do not exist. It 
will however be assumed here that cl>. (x. ) may be approximated 
1 1 
by the initial mode shape of the impulse loading case. The 
following procedure may then be used for the analysis: 
(i) The initial mode shape is determined as in the impulse 
loading case. This is used to calculate v*. The 
configuration of the frame at time t is given by 
0 
n 
- · v* cj>. (x.) 
1· 1 ( 
tto )n-1 (4.12) 
(ii) This is then used as the initial configuration for 
the next phases which are treated as in the large 
deflection impulse loading case. 
24. 
A series of frames was studied using the methods 
described here; the results are given in Part II, section 3. 
25. 
PART II: EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
Two series of experiments were conducted to test the validity of 
the mode form solution applied to portal frames: the first on 
rectangular frames, the second on trapezoidal frames. 
1. The Specimens 
1.1 ~~==~=~~~!=~!~~ 
The frames were made from commercial mild steel (carbon 
content < 0 ,15 % ) • ['he finished test specimens were heat-
.treated in a barium salt bath for 1 hour at 700° C. Tensile 
specimens - as specified in ASTM E8 [24] - were tested at four 
speeds up to a maximum of 0,05 sec- 1 strain ra~e. Tables 1 and 
2 show the results of these tests: the a values were obtained 
0 
by putting the measured dynamic yield stress into the formula 
= 1( . f £)~ 
~/ +L4o • 
All theoretical calculations were done with the average a at 
0 
the highest strain rate (0,05 sec-1 ). For the rectangular 
frames, a = 238,350 MPa. ·o For the trapezoidal frames, o0 = 
216,533 MPa. Other material properties are: 
p = mass densi.ty - 7 724 ,359 kg/m3 for the rectangular frames 
= 7 888,889 kg/m3 for the trapezoidal frames 
E = Young's modulus = 200 GPa. 
26. 
Specimen € 
a a Average 
( -1) 
y 0 
·Number sec (MPa) (MPa) a 
0 
8 4,704.10-s 233,502 219,215 
13 238,298 223,717 
16 239,340 224,695 224,725 ± 
2 246,345 231,272 4,975 
15 4,704.10-
4 246,637 223,546 
1 261,245 236,786 
18 251,831 228,253 231,476 ± 
14 261,833 237,319 6, 723· 
3 4,704.10-
3 277 ,284 . 238,275 
21 279,485 240,167 
10 281,544 241,936 239,633 ± 
5 277,284 238,275 1,758 
20 4,704.10-2 296,256 235,223 
9 305,013 242,176 
11 309,391 245,652 
4 299,175 237,541 
12 297,137 235,923 238,350 ± 
6 294,195 233,587 4,625 
Overall average: a
0 
= 234,087 ± 7,426 MPa 
TABLE 1 
Tensile tests for rectangular portal frames 
27. 
Specimen . cr cr Average £ y 0 
Number (sec- ) (MPa) (MPa) cr 0 
7 4,98.10- 5 187,432 175,840 
2 183,143 171,816 
* 274,714 257,724 5 175,177 ± 
.1 189,602 177,876 3,084 
8 4 -4 ,98.10 221,200 200,275 196,752 ± 
12 213,417 193,228 4,983 
9 4,98.10-
3 
237,514 203,771 204,996 ± 
3 240,370 206,221 1,732 
4 4 -2 ,98.10 273,606 216,727 
11 276,497 219,017 
10 270,424 214,206 216,533 ± 
6 272,917 216,181 1,979 
Overall average: 199,560 ± 17,519 MPa 
TABLE 2 
Tensile tests for trapezoidal frames 
* Disregarded 
. 28. 
1. 2 , The Frames 
The frames were made from mild steel strips. These 
were surface ground on four faces and then bent to the required 
dimensions. Three types of frames were tested: typical dimensions 
are given in Figures 1 and 2. Steel blocks (weighing less than 
3 g) were silver braised at the corners to ensure that plastic 
hinges did not form at the corners where the cross-section is not 
uniform. These blocks have been neglected in the theoretical 
calculations. 
The frames were then heat-treated as described earlier. 
A total of 30 specimens wer'e designed, 18 of which were rectangular 
frames and 12 of which were trapezoidal frames. Of the rectangular 
frames, 9 had a height of 129 mm, and 9 had a height of 180 mm, 
the span remaining constant. These will be referred to as the 
small and large rectangular frames respectively. Steel blocks 
were bolted to the beam members at mid span. The blocks attached 
to the rectangular frames weighed 108,9 g; those attached to the 
trapezoidal frames weighed 104,3 g. 
2. Experimental Details 
The loads were applied by fitting commercial electric 
detonators enclosed in steel containing cylinders. The cylinders 
were fixed to the centre mass with plasticine so that they dis-
engaged from the attached mass at the instant of firing i.e. 
they did not contribute to the attached mass. Different 
loading conditions-were obtained by varying the dimensions of 
L =128,S (small frames} 
L =180 !large frames) 
-I 
ALL DIMENSIONS IN MM. 
~ 
1 
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the containing cylinders and the number of detonators. The 
loading time was very short (less than 0,6 msec) and the load 
could.thus be treated as an impulse. 
The requirements of the testing apparatus were to 
provide a means of measuring 
i) the impulse produced by the detonators, and 
ii) the transient velocity time response of the centre mass. 
This was achieved by attaching the frame specimens to a ballistic 
pendulum and fixing a velocity transducer onto the centre mass. 
Figure 3 illustrates the experimental arrangement employed. 
2.1 ~~=-~~!!!~~!~-~=~~~~ 
The ballistic pendulum was used to measure the impulse 
applied by the detonator. The impulse is directly related to 
the amplitude of oscillation of the pendulum through the con-
servation of momentum equation. This experimental technique has 
been used in several laboratories [19, 20, 21] with apparent 
success. Two important assumptions underlie the method: 
i) gas pressures from the explosion only act on the centre 
mass i.e. no external impulses are applied to the 
pendulum other than those exerted by the specimen 
through its support reactions and 
ii) the amplitude of oscillation of the pendulum is not 
affected by the finite duration of the impulse. 
'Blast shields' have been used in certain laboratories 
[ 20, 21] to shield the pendulum from unwanted pr·essures. It was 
felt here that these would not be necessary since the detonators 
were enclosed in steel cylinders so that the blast pressures were 




















The second assumption was validated on the basis of the 
followirig two degree of freedom model. The frame-pendulum 




The pendulum of mass M is attached to a massless elastic 
spring of stiffness K = 4TI2M/T2. The attached mass m is 
connected to M through an elastic plastic spring of elastic 
slope k and yield stress ~ where k and ~ correspond to the 
elastic stiffness and collapse load of the frame respectively. 
The mass m is slightly modified to include the weight of the frame. 
An impulse I = P.t is applied on m (P is a rectangular load 
0 
pulse such that P = P
0 
fort< t ; P = 0 fort> t ). This 
0 0 
model was analysed keeping I constant but varying t
0
from 0 to 
1 msec. It was found that the amplitude of oscillation of the 
mass M varied by less than 0,3 mm for I = 3 Nsec (typical impulse 
used in the experiments).· 
?.1.1 ~=~~~~~~-~=~~==~-~~=-~E~~~=-!-~~~-~~=-~R~~~~~=-~! 
~~~~!!~~~~~-~!-~~=-~=~~~~-~ 
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Let M be the mass of the pendulum and frame, 
m the mass of the attached mass, 
v the instantaneous velocity of the attached mass, 
0 
v the velocity of the pendulum a~er impulse. 
35. 
If the impulse duration is neglected, the initial momentum 
of the system is that of the attached mass mv , and the momentum 
0 
of the system just after the impulse is (m + M)v so that 
mv = (m + M)v. 
0 
The pendulum then swings to a maximum height y. 
(1) 
Using the 
conservation of mechanical energy for this part of the motion: 
t(m + M)v2 = (m + M)gy. (2) 
From (1) and (2) we get 
= m + M ./2gy. vo m (3) 
It is now necessary to relate y to the horizontal displacement 
of the pendulum b.: 
b. ::: Re, 
(4) 
36. 
(3) and (4) give 
A = R 




It can be seen in Figure 5 that the displacement of the pendulum 
to the right (AR) and left (AL) of the equilibrium position are 
not the same and are different to the horizontal displacement 
of the pendulum. However, since 
AR = A + d2 dl 
and AL = A - d2 + d1 
we get 11 
AL + AR 
= 2 
The impulse may then be determined: 
2.L2 
I = mv 
0 
(6) 
All the above equations are valid provided the system 
is frictionless and stable. Stability was ensured by designing 
the apparatus so that the impulse would be applied at a point 
about the same level as the centre of gravity of the suspended 
mass. To reduce the friction of the pendulum, its weight was 





The amount of friction in the system was assessed in the following 
way. If a viscous damping force is assumed, the equation of 
motion of the pendulum is 
M~ + 
dt 
c dx + 
dt 
M 
- gx = 
R 
where c is the damping coefficient. 
o, 
Letting B c = 2M and w = ~ , (7) becomes 
· .d2x dx 
-- + 213 - + w2x = 0. 
dt2 dt 




-Bt -2. e sin wdt , 
wd 





The displacement is maximum when 
:ic = x(wdcot wdt s) = O, 
.§.!! . 
wd x 
i.e. 0 sin (10) x = e a.' max wd 
where 
wd 
a = arc tan -s 
The initial velocity of the pendulum is then 
.§.!! 
wd 
e (11) v = x ~ Wd• 0 max sin a. 
If the system was frictionless, we would have 
* (12) v = x w, 0 max 
* v sina. 
i.e. 0 w (13) = v Sa. wd 0 
w 
e d 
To determine s, the pendulum was allowed to swing freely over a 
number of cycles with different initial amplitudes. It was 
observed that the loss in amplitude of the swing per quarter 
cycle was less than 0,5 % i.e. 
c ::: R,n o M 
'IT 11 = 0,085 
where o is the logarithmic decrement. 
v* 




In some preliminary tests, a piezo-electric accelerometer 
was attached to the centre mass to record the acceleration during 
the test. The presence of high frequency elastic vibrations 
made the record very difficult to interpret, and the accelerometer 
was discarded in favour of a velocity transducer (Rawlings [9] has 
reported the same problem with an accelerometer). 




A permanent magnet core moves inside a form wound with 
two coils and generates a voltage 
E = Blv, 
where B is the flux density, 
l is the length of the coil, 
v is the relative velocity of coil and magnet. 
* 
40. 
To calibrate the transducer, a small motor with eccentric 
shaft was used to drive the magnet core. A sinusoidal velocity 
of known maximum amplitude was thus generated. The calibration 
curve is shown in Figure 8. The linear range was found to be 
limited to 20 mm. For deformatioragreater than 30 mm, the 
transducer was only used to record the pulse duration and the time 
to maximum deformation. The calibration was checked at the 
beginning of each series of experiments to make sure that the 
flux density had not been affected during the previous experiments. 
All calibrations were however done at low velocities 
(0,283 m/s). No means ~ould be found to calibrate the transducer 
at higher velocities (typically 15 to 20 m/s in experiments) 
and it was assumed that the same calibration curve applied at 
higher velocities. 
Table 1 gives a comparison between maximum velocities 
from the transducer and the pendulum (in which case pulse 
duration is ignored). 
Frame Pendulum Transducer 
BR* 14,29 m/s 13,85 m./s 
16R 14,94 14,62 
9R 14,12 13,85 
15R 15,09 14,62 
llR 14,57 12,31 
5T* 15,32 14,30 
llT 15,45 15,40 
9T 17,15 15,20 
6T 17,57 15,50 
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25 30 
Velocity= Output voltage 
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V0 = 0,056 V /m/s (trapezoidal frames) 






Table 1 only compares velocities which are less than 
± 17 m/s. It can be seen that the pendulum and transducer 
readings compare very well. However, for velocities greater 
than ± 17 m/s, the discrepancies become larger (up to 20% at 
± 22 m/s). It must be noted that the transducer was then well 
into its non-linear range. The arrangement shown in Figure 8 


















The output voltage is recorded in the biomation as a 
function of time. The amplitude versus time information is 
stored in it in digital form. A reconstructed analog signal 
is then provided by the biomation for viewing on the oscilloscope 
or making a permanent record on the chart recorder. 
43. 
3. Results 
The following figures and tables summarize the test 
results. These will be further discussed in the next section. 
All theoretical calculations were done using the techniques 
described in Part I. 
In the following pages, experimental and theoretical 
results are compared. 
profiles of the frames. 
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the deflection 
Figures 12, 13, 14 and 15 show the 
transient response of the attached mass. Figures 17 and 18 
give the final deflection of the centre mass as a function of the 
applied impulse. Figures 19 and 20 give the final inward 
displacement at the corner point as a function of the applied 
impulse. Figures 20 and 21 compare the observed time to 
maximum deformation with computed deformation.times. Tables 2, 3 







Full scale deflection profiles of a large rectangular 
frame as observed and as calculated (including pulse 
duration). The difference between observed and 
calculated curves are as would be expected since the 
assumptions in the theoretical calculations are all con-
servative (the calculations also omit the initial phase 





Full scale deflection profiles of a small rectangular 
frame as observed and as calculated (ignoring the 
pulse duration). The difference between theory 
and experiment is larger here since ignoring the 







Full scale deflection profiles of a trapezoidal 
frame as observed and as calculated (including 
pulse duration). 
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Transient response of the attached mass (mid-point) of beam member. 
Note the high frequency response of the initial phase of the motion. 
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Transient response of the attached mass-small rectangular 
The close agreement between the measured final displacement an 
one obtained from the displacement curve shows that the velocit 
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)( Smdl frames 
0 Large frames 
Mode apj'roximation 
~ . ' 
~// 
~/· XO 
Small · deflection analysis 
(pulse duration ignored ) 
Large deflection analysis 
( pulse duration ignored } 
Large deflection analysis 
/ x 0 
( pulse duration included ) 
0 x 
IMPULSE ( Nsec l 
1,S 2 2,S 
3 
Summary of tests on the rectangular frames showing the final deflection of the centre mass as 
a function of the applied impulse. A single curve characterizes the calculated deflections 
of both the large and small frames. This shows that beam deformations are insensitive to 
the column member height (within this range). Calculations according to small and large 
deflection analysis are compared: it is seen that the inclusion of finite deflections does 


































Experimental results o 
Mode approximation 
IMPULSE ( N sec ) 
Small deflection analysis 
( pulse duration ignored ) 
Large deflection analysis 
(pulse duration ignored) 
Large deflection analysis 
( pulse duration included ) 
3 
Summary of tests on the trapezoidal frames showing the final deflection of the centre mass as 
a function of the applied impulse. As would be expected, this kind of structure is more 























































x Small frames 
o Large frames 
Mode approximation 
Pulse duration ignored 
Pulse duration included 
3 
IMPULSE (Nsec) 
Summary of tests on the rectangular frames showing the final inward displacement at the corner point 








































TRAPEZOIDAL . FRAMES 
Experimental results o 
Mode approximation 
Pulse duration ignored 
Pulse duration included 
3 
IMPULSE ( N sec l 
Summary of tests on the trapezoidal frames showing the final inward displacement at the 
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Corner point · ---
Pulse Mid-span deflection (mm) Deformation time (m sec) 
Energy displacement (mm) Frame Impulse duration 
Ill umber (N sec) (m sec) Ratio M* S* L* P* M L p M s L. p ** 
SMALL FRAMES 
9 1,538 0,112 4,0 13,1 15,8 16,3 15,3 1,4 1,5 1,3 3,992 2,854 2,972 2,936 
11 1,587 0~299 4,3 11,6 16,7 17,3 15,2 1,1 1,7 1,3 3,656 2,937 3,060 3,036 
10 1,625 - 4,5 14,8 17,5 18,1 - 1,7 1,8 - - 3,001 3,128 -
13 1,936 0,523 6,1 20,9 24,5 25,5 21,4 2,8 3,6 2,5 4,626 3,520 3,666 3,662 
18 2,045 o,410 6,9 24,7 27,2 28,4 24,8 4,2 4,4 3,3 4,887 3,700 3,847 3,835 
1 2,343 0,596 8,7 32,3 35,2 36,9 31,2 6,9 7,2 5,2 5,362 4,188 4,314 4,334 
5 2,471 - 9,6 39,0 39,0 40,8 - 9,3 8,7 - - 4,394 4,500 -
2 2,552 - 10,2 41,8 41,5 43,4 - 10,5 9,7 - - 4,526 4,615 -
20 2,601 - 10,6 39,4 43,0 45,0 - 9,4 10,4 - - 4,604 4,681 -
TABLE 2 
Summary of experimental and analytical results of the small rectangular frame tests. 
* M = experimental 
s = mode approximation - small deflection ) . . . V1 
L " " 1 d fl t' ) pulse duration ignored -.;i = - arge e ec ion . 
p = " " large deflection including pulse duration -
** The energy ratio is defined in the next section 
Frame Impulse 










Pulse Energy Mid-span deflection (mm) Corner point Deformation time (m sec) displacement (mm) duration -Ratio 
(m sec) ** M* S* L* P* M L p M s L p 
0,224 3,4 11,3 16,3 16,7 J-5,1 1,0 1,6 1,3 3,954 2,914 3,007 2,979 
0,299 3,6 13,5 17,7 18,2 16,l 1,7 1,8 1,4 4,335 3,034 3,133 3,lll 
0,298 3,7 14,4 18,o 18,6 . 16,4 l,4 1,9 1,5 4,103 3,062 3,162 3,136 
- 5,8 25,0 28,6 29~6 - 3,3 4,7 - - 3,813 3,923 -
0,384 6,o 29,5 29,6 30,7 26,7 5,6 5 ,-l 3,8 5,212 3,876 3,984 3,981 
o,46o 6,o 25,5 29,7 30,8 27,3 4,1 5,1 4,o 4,982 3,881 3,990 3,976 
0,597 7,3 34,6 36,3 37,7 32,1 6,8 7,5 5,5 5,670 4,274 4,359 4,381 
., 
0,597 8,7 38,6 44,o 45,7 . 39,5 9,1 10,7 8,1 5,297 4,683 4,719 4,756 
TABLE 3 














10 2,158 -· 
2 2,390 
Pulse _Energy Mid-span deflection (mm) 
Corner point 
Deflormation time (m sec) displacement (mm) duration Ratio 
(m sec) ** M* S* L* P* M L p M s L p 
0,224 6,4 ll,3 12,6 13,7 l2,2 l,6 l,7 l,4 2,761 -l,938 2,008 2,026 
0,224 7,2 l4,9 l4,5 15,9 l4,3 1,8 2,2 1,8 3,059 2,072 2,146 2,166 
0,149 - 7,8 15,5 15,4 16,9 15 ,9 1,5 2,5 2,2 3,059 2,131 2,205 2,219 
0,149 8,1 14,3 16,1 17,8 16,8 2,1 2,7 2,4 3,059 2,179 2,252 2,267 
0,297 8,1 14,9 16,1 17,8 15,6 2,3 2,8 2,1 3,122 2,182 2,256 2,285 
0,149 8,7 15,5 17,3 19,3 18,3 1,9 3,2 2,8 3,208 2,259 2,331 2,347 
0,297 9,0 17,2 17,8 19,9 17,5 2,8 3,4 2,6 3,271 2,288 2,360 2,391 
0,224 10,3 19,1 20,7 23,3 21,4 3,6 4,4 3,8 3,432 2,455 2,518 2,546 
0,372 10,8 21,1 21,8 24,6 21,2 3,9 4,9 3,7 3,643 2,516 2,575 2,623 
o,224 10,9 21,8 22,0 24,9 23,0 4,1 5,0 4,3 3,656 2,528 2,586 2,616 
0,223 13,2 27,4 26,7 30,7 28,7· 6,2 7,2 6,3 4,103 2,774 2,800 2,838 
TABLE 4 




PART III: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The comparisons between theoretical calculations and 
test results are given in the previous section. Figures 9, 
10 and 11 compare deflection profiles, while Figures 16 and 17 
compare the final deformation of the centre mass. Figures 20 
and 21 look at the corner point deflections. Deformation times 
are given in Figures 20 and 21. It can be seen that in general, 
the agreement between the mode form solution and the test results 
is very satisfactory. 
The source of possible experimental errors has been 
discussed in detail in the previous section. Turning to the 
theory, let us summarize the main approximation_s made: 
i) mode form solution, 
ii) viscous constitutive relation, 
iii) neglect of strain hardening, 
iv) neglect of elastic deformations . 
These are all idealizations of conservative type, i.e. they 
should weaken the structure and deflections should thus be 
over-estimated. This is generally so, as can be seen in Figures 
16 to 19. The calculations are made even more conservative 
when pulse durations are ignored. 
The use of a viscous constitutive .law has already been 
discussed (see also Symonds [7]). The experimental results 
61. 
which have been obtained over the years do not appear to offer 
any conclusive evidence concerning the importance of strain 
hardening [22]. This tends to lend credence to the belief 
that its influence is rather small. Of more importance is the 
neglect of elastic deformations. The use of the rigid plastic 
theory is valid in general when permanent deformations greatly 
exceed the elastic deformations. A practical rule is that the 
initial energy should be considerably larger than the maximum 
amount of elastic strain energy. 
The initial kinetic energy rriay be expressed as 
lm v2 · 
z 0 ' 
where m is the attached mass, v the initial impulsive velocity 
0 
The maximum strain energy is estimated as foilows: 
the static collapse mode is assumed, giving the bending moment 





The total strain energy is then 
where L is the sum of the lengths of the frame members, 
EI is the bending stiffness of the members, 








where K: is the maximum rate of change of curvature determined 
from the viscoplastic small deflection analysis. 







The energy ratios for the tests performed are given in 
Tables 2 and 3 of the previous section. The effect of the 
energy ratio .can be seen by comparing final deformations in 
rectangular frames and trapezoidal frames. The trapezoidal 
.frames have higher energy ratios and. show more consistent results 
than the rectangular fra.ines (compare Figures 16 and 17 for example) • 
The importance of the elastic deformations is illustrated in 
Figures 12 to 15 where the transient response of the centre 
mass is shown. Although, on the average, energy ratios for 
these tests are low, the agreement between experiment and theory 
is good. Symonds and Chon [25] obtained very similar results 
for low energy ratios. A possible reason for this close agreement 
is that the elastic deflection in the first phase of the motion 
is fairly closely compensated by the elastic recovery after the 
plastic deformation has occurred (see Figures 12 to 15). It is 
also possible that mutually cancelling errors are occurring. It 
is clear that at low energy ratios, small factors like unsymmetrical 
damping (see Figure 12 for example) play an important role in 
the final deformations. The relative importance of such factors, 
however decreases as the energy ratio increases and the present 
method of analysis should become increasingly valid as this ratio 
increases. 
Another factor of importance is the pulse duration. Symonds 
[12] showed that rigid-plastic analysis predicts meaningful results 
provided the pulse duration is significantly smaller than the 
period of natural elastic vibration. The pulse duration in 
the tests were all small: less than 0,6 msec. Jones [23] 
showed that for a given value of impulse, there is a small difference 
between the predictions due to an impulsive velocity (pulse 
duration ignored) and those due to a rectangular pulse with a 
peak pressure greater than about five times the corresponding 
static collapse pressure. 
16 and 17. 
This is confirmed here in Figures 
In conclusion, the mode form solution modified to take 
into account strain rate sensitivity, large deflections and 
pulse duration provides satisfactory agreement with the results 
of tests on steel frames, even at low energy ratios. This 
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APPENDIX A 
The solution of the differential equation 
This equation is solved using the iterative procedure 
described in section I.3. 
The numerical inte~ration is done in two steps: $xx 
is first determined and then $ using the following integration 
formulae. 
1 
If we define w = then 
R. 
W1(xl) = fx (~ - x1 ) w1xx(~)d~ + a + %A (R. - x1 ) 1 
(A.l) 
This takes care of the .Poun,dary conditions ... ~ ; -·· .. .. 
= a 
Also 
for . 0 < x1 < R. 
d 
~ = + L x2 - d + o for 0 < x2 < L 
By the principle of virtual work 
~ dx = 0 xx j = 1,2 
If ~l and ~2 are written as (see A.l and A.2) 
(A.3) becomes 
1 
- f (d - o - ~ x2 ) [g(x2 ) + a - (L - x2 )b]n dx2 
0 










We thus have a system of two non-linear equations in 
two unknowns. a and b may thus be solved using the Newton-
Raphson iterative procedure. 
~l and ~2 may then be obtained using the following formulae: 
= 
xl I (xl - s)~lxx(s)d~, (A.6) 
0 
in which the boundary conditions 
= 0 ' 
~1(0) = 0 ' 
= 
are taken into account. 
x2 
~2(x2) = I (x2 - s) ~2xx(s)d; , (A. 7) 
0 
which takes care of the conditions 
All of the above integrals may be evaluated using 
Simpson's quadrature formulae. 
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APPENDIX B 
Computer program: Documentation and listing 
1. General specifications 
This program was written to analyse steel portal frames. 
(rectangular or trapezoidal) subjected to an impulse load applied 
at mid-span of the beam member. 
Three different cases are considered: 
i) small deflection analysis with pulse duration neglected, 
ii) large deflection analysis with pulse duration ignored, 
iii) large deflection analysi~, including pulse duration 
In its present form, the program cannot handle distributed 
loading. It is further limited to loadings causing deformations 
symmetrical about the beam centre line. Very minor amendments 
would be necessary if distributed loading causing symmetrical 
deformations were considered. Major amendments would be needed 
in the case of unsymmetrical loading. 
The program could also be used for the analysis of frames 
of any other strain rate sensitive material (e.g. titanium) 







2. User specifications 
The program is written in FORTRAN V. The execution 
time is about 7 seconds. 
The data must be supplied on three cards, in free format 









T- __ h 1 __ -----+ 
: I _ 1. 
--------- ,.. ,.------+------. . \ 
\ 




mass/unit length of frame 











N (R) value of n in constitutive equation 
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instantaneous velocity of centre block. 
value of µ in constitutive equation. 
static yield moment. 
value of ~ in constitutive equation. 
0 
indicator of the type of analysis required. 
Can have 3 values. 
1. small deflection analysis, pulse 
duration ignored, 
2. $IBall and large deflection analysis, 
pulse duration ignored, 
3, large deflection analysis, including 
pulse duration 
A typical output printout is shown in the next page. 
The deflections given are the deflections of 6 equidistant points 
of the beam and column members respectively. Vl and Ul 
refer to the velocity and the deflection of the centre point 
of the beam member. U2·refers to the corner point displacement. 
3. Method 
The method has been described in Part I and Appendix A. 
Only half of the frame is analysed because of symmetry. 
S~ALL DEFLECTION ANALY~IS 
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•• ~ J f~ l 
.oooo -.uooc - • .;~lOl 
• L l 0 1 
-.uUUo 
• i.Jl 1 .J 
- tlJ 1] 0 1 
Typical Output Printout 
75. 
• :.J l 3 ~ • J 1 6 l 
~-, G L 0.7 















c t f·J 1 r 1. AL 1 .::; E AN Ll J r •ff N s 1 o 1-1 r HE. v Id< i ,, !3 LE. s 





















OlMENsION v1211,vv121>1QA<21 l .~A(21l ·~121) •Zill) 
Ol~EN~ION Flt2ll•F2<2111PAXll~ll1PXX212lltG112ll 



















· b I M E r~ 1~ 1 u ' J F l L I 2 l l ' F 2 L < 2 l > • F 1 L t.. I 2 l I • F 2. L L I 2 l I • F A 1 < :! i ) 
u l i1 EN s 1 0 1J o b l c 2 1 > , D I s 2 < ? i > , F 1 x o u.i( 2 1 > , r 2~1J Lu t 2 l > 
D I MENS I :J ;J F l X I 2 l I ' F 2 X l 2 1 l ' T ;:> f( I i1 E ! 2 1 l • FA ( '1 l I 1 F n ( 2 1 > 
f<C:AiD! 11?.Jl]Ol l.•P,1U•C1 tDl 
READCR12JJOl~)1LL1rl1LOADrN 
READl~t2000lVJ•MU1MU1KAP~A11I~LAb 







OU 10 1=1121 
Xl=Xl1-DELl'Al 
f1ll>~-Xl•Xl/tll•Lli+2.•Xl/Ll 
XZ= X:t +:>C:L TA 2 
F2lil=+<X;••J, 1t<l.•Ll•Ll-L2l-X2•X2/12.•Ll•Lll 
CONT l '.:UI:. 
lCOUN1-:l 
C =O. 




DO 26i l=tt21 
1 'I F 1 X 0 L J ( I I ;: !J , 
... s f 2 x 0 L<.1 ( 1 ) = 0 • 
'f6 26iJ CONT f, 'JE. 
1i 7 L = I L 1 * l 2 , I l L i .~ L 1 l l 11 • I 1 , + l • I : l l + ( t~ I I 2 , • ! , + l . l I • L. l • L 1 • l 2 / J • 
q 3 , • I ( 2 , I I L 1 /1 L l l i * ''• I ?. • + l • I fJ l + I 1 • I i L l ll L 1 I l " • ( L , + l , IM l l l I 
i 9 • ' 8 •• f'j .. L 1 I l ,, • +:' • 1.. G •• 5. I ' 'IL n • i> : I_ 1 • iO< ·t • ) I + L :) ,', r) I 2 • ) 
SJ C 
51 c 
52 c 50L\/t. TH• OlFFf;<f,:~nu_ t.J.lUAllUJ 
53 c ················~·············· 
5 't ';) D lJ 2 0 l = 1 , 2 l 
PXx1111=r11I1•L•M 
PX A.;: ( 1 ) = F 2 ( I J '°' L HI 
S7 20 co~rr~uL 
. SO 'C 












7,1 ..... ··~ ... 
.7 2 





































1 0 'J 
1 liJ 
1 1 l 
112 
l l j 
l 1 1+ 
1 1 s 
11 b 
1 1 7 
1 lJ 
i 1 9 
.... ~ .... ... 
·t.; :·;~ --:·•-.• ...... __ .. ___ ·~----------·---
DO 30 t=l t20 
x2::;c1-11•0£Lfi•2 
D 0 q.o ,J = 1 , 2 2 - I 
~U df(j1:lJ-ll•D6LTA2•PXX2(I+J-ll 
llP=22-I 
CAl.:L sit·fPS(Gl tY.2•L2,t!PttlLLT/\2;VALUEl 
G l l ( 1 i· = V A L U t 
JO CONTINUE 
1;illt211=u. 
1) 0 · S 0 . I :: 1 , 2 1 
. ... X? = C .~ "! 1 l •.DEL T !i. 2 
·:.lo 70 JA=l12l 
70 L2lJA1=·(L2•XL+IJA•ll•DELTAll•PXXllJAl . c A I.. L - '.~ I. i·1P s ( G 2 ~ u • I L 1 t 2 l • u t L T . \ 1 • IJ AL u E ) 
G22 (I 1:V1\LUC 
78. 
G ( i I = G 1 1 I I I +:.; 2 2 I 1 l + i L 2 "." X 2 l • L 0 /ID I 2 • • L. + L 8 A iJ I 2 • * L • L 1 
!>O co1;,r I ;·JUE. ,.c 
C Ill FtXl 
c --------
I) u q 3 il l = 1 • 2 0 
Xl=(I-1l•DELT;;.l 
D U l l ;·1 J = 1 ' 2 'l '!' I 
FA l ( .J l = I J • 1 ) • IJ EL. T 1\ 1 • f' XX l I I + . .J - 1 I 
110 CONTiqUt:: 
i-4P:i:2 2-1 
c AL ,L :; . I Mp s ( F /\ l • x l • L l I Ii p I LI E I- T A l ' v i\ L I) ;;: . I 
F Ct·, I :j = v AL u E 
.. , F t l. > = F l 1 I l l + I i... 1 - .( 1 ) • L • L lt i'\ lJ I 2 • 
~ .3 O Cull T l JUE 
Ff2ll::O• 
c 















1 F c Q t r 1 • L r • u • i 5 I r; 1. u r~ = - l • 
(~ ( I ) = .~ 13 S < ,~ I l I ) 
i F I (j ( i l 1 L. T • , u ij 3 I t;; I I ) = u , 
iHfl=rtllt-AO 
IFlRIIl•LT,J.~Sib=-1. 
R( I l=Al351HI I l )-
IF IHI I I oLT •• U.1311-il I >='J, 
S I I > = ',~ I fi r1 UM• l :.! - DU~· - DI L 2 •" 2 l -. ll! I I I " • •J 
SS ( I I ~ S I 1.:i • fl D U • I l • - ,( 1 I L l l "' R I ! I • • fJ 
l ( 1 l = ':> I t:i ~J JN ~:· 'J t 1 I • • :·J 
U t l l = '.• l G • f~ I I I f • t! 




















l 3 ·] 
liO 
1_ 'I l 
i in 
l'B 
1 ... 1f 
1 '" tJ 
c 
J 'J ( I·) -:.:: DJ D * I 1 • ""X I IL l ) * il ·lll R I I I !ff <:o I 'J - 1 • I 
.J( I>=-(L2-X2l•V( l) 
ltll=~•W<Il••(N-1,) 
·~A( I )~;J#f-:( l )*"'(N-I. l 
RA(]J:-IL2-X2)¥Z<ll 
CONT I .iUE 
CALL SIMPS<S•Q,,L7•2iv0LLTA2•All 
Cf:•LL. Sll'!PSISStUo •Ll t21 •DLLJA1,\2) 
A=-,~t+A2 
CAL~_-slMP~IT•J,,L2•211U[LTA1•Bll 
C•\LL Sil'lf'S(U•·:l. ,LI •2l tDELTi\l •t321 
d=[)l+J2 
CALL sIHPSIV•J •• L2•211DELTA2•uAUhl) 
CALL SIMPSCVVt'.lo •Ll 121 •DELf/:.l d)A;;A2l 
Di·IDA=uADA 1 +u~C!A2 
CALL SI~PS(W•U,,L2•21tUELfA?•uADLI 
C A L L :...~ I f1 P 5 ( 'Z • d • , L 2 • 2 l • U E: L T ;... :!. • D 3 D i\ 1 ) 
CALL' 'j .I <'1 PS ! JI\ , 0 • • L l • 2 I • D t. L T :1 l t ') L' U ~ 2 I 
~BDA=0BD~l+DGOA2 
C AL L S I ~1 r' ~ ! R A 1 J , ' 1.. 2 t £ l , ;; L L T ;, 2 , 0 8 1.; l, I 
A 0 = A. 0 - ( I .~ • ;) ~1 t n, - fl * U _'\ J OJ l I ( O A I) !t • D B 1J L\ • u :..; J i1 ~ L> ,:. i,.ltl l ) 
ti0=B0-((J•UA~A-A•~UOA)/(uADA•03DG-D~j~tUAUd)l 
If(IfLAG.EQ.2~Jl~hlTL!S,200JlA•l 
l F ( I .F I .J\ Ci • E IV • 2 ~ u l l1 0 T 0 2 
79. 
1'E 
l •• ,, 
l 'fl 
1 'f,] 
I F I A 8 S ( Au L D - Al • L T • , Q JD 0 1 • t\ N .) • iU3 S t t~ U l.. v - s I • L T • • ') J 0 J 1 l G i..• f <) I 
AOLO=,. 
oULLl=u 
l~(A~~(Al.GT •• OQ00l.JR,ABS(Jl.GT •• JJuJl)~~ 10 99 
l 'i 9 c 
i'so c ::iECONO LTLit{ATJ\)•J; ([j FI2<Xl 
151 c ----------------~-------------












lb 't . 
1~$, 
166 
1.-6 7 ' 
·l6d 





DO 16.; J=11I 
·_SA(J):(l-Jl•USLTAL~TIJ) 
160 CONT I !JUE 
r ... 
C ALL S I 1•l 1-> :.) I 5 A • :.J • • :.; .' • ! • 0 EL T i-1 ;' • V ;\Lt. i:.. l 
FL I I I ~vi-\LJE 




l 5 LJ 
X l= ( 1--1 l 'l>t;[L f_t-.1 
i) 0 .J 7 ,_, . J = l • I 
SAA ( J 1 =I I-JI •;)EL I A 1 *L' ( J l 
CO N T l r" i J £ 
CALL SlMPS(SAA•J.•Xl•l•~iLT~l,~ALUEl 
TA (I _I ::::Vl\LdE 
i.JC 181 J=l•21 
TAA(J1::XI•TIJl 
CUNT 1 ;;UC 
CALL SIMPSITA~•Llo•L2t21,GELTA2•V~LU~I 
F· t l I ) ::: TA ( l I +It -1 LU t: 
C 0 NT l ;~ U E 
17q tLllJ;O• 
175 Fllll~O· 
l ] 6 c 
1 l 7 c 
l 7 l C ii 0 RM I\ L I 4 [ · T di Su:.. 'J T l L- J 
!77 c **~·~·········~····~·· 
·~ . : "'. ' . ' 


























2 ;J _, 
2G7 
2 J () 
2q9 
21J 































~NOHM·:=F 1 ( 2 J > 
DO .dliti I=l •.2l 
Fl (I ):::fl ( l )/l\.J\.ii~M 
F 2 ( I I ;;; F 2 ( 1 l I A ~J 0 IHI 
lflAas<Fl(Ill.LT.lU.E-lOlfl(lJ=O. 
lf(AQSCF21 ! l l .LT. l.J,E•l0if2t 1 >=0. 
19U CONTliJUE 
c 
L>O 21D l==l •21 
u ( t r= u ( I ) I A N (Lr !'1 
T ( I > = l I I l I A N 0 ~H1 
21U CONTl;JUE 
c 





D u 2 0 <.· l = l • 2 1 
F 1 L (I l = ( AdS ( u I I l I l •11 ( ( rH l • l /Ni 
F l. L' ( I l ::: I i\ ti S ( T I I l l l 'It • ( < N + l • l I 1~ I 
F 1 LL< J I :fl I I I ;rF 1 I i I Hl 
F 2LL I l I =F 2 I I I ·~I 7 <I l 1111 
COf-iT l:-1UE . 
c ALL ::; I!\ 1> '..i ( F l I.. ' (J • I L l • 2 l ' Ll [LT /I l • Ii/\ Li.IE 1 I 
CALL SIMPSIF2L•J.•L212lt0ELTA?tVALJCil 
C A L L r; 1 M P S ( F I L. L t J • • L l I 2 l I U E. L T !~ 1 t V A l 'J 1- j I 




iflAbS<L•LOLJ}.Gfo,llGU fO J 




S~~LL OEF~ECTlON ANALYSIS SOLUf lU J 
I F l i C !J iJ rl T • GT • 1 > G 'J T 0 l 1 
V 1 ST A!< :::i L J A I) <it V 0 I l 2 • • IJ Al I 
Bo. 
CUN ST= C L • r·l 'J _, M '.J • V l ST/\ R • • < 1 • I'. I > i I C .J i ST l\ •< • r: AH PA 11 • ( 1 • IN ) > 
Tf=l./(C0NST•tl.-l.I~)) 
•. 
3 I iJ 
Tll-IT==V15Ti1R•lti-1. 1112 .. •N-l, >•TF 
uo Jln 1=1,21 
UIS! l I >=Fl (I l •TJ,~T 
DlS2<1>=Flll>4TINT 
CONTiuUE 
avR I Tt: < 5 •bi.JOO) 
-6 0 O 0 F'"o RM AT ( 1 H l t 3 )( t 'S r111 LL 1) £FL l CT Iv i~ A 1'1 AL)' S l 5 ~ l 
WR~TEtS•lSOO'J~ 
.1S,Q00 FORMAT I lH 13At'••••••••••**-;1••••11•11•••••• I 
wJ!"{lTElS•8UJLll 
8 tJ u 0 F 0 tH1 'A r ( 1 :i 0 • I I ' 1 u x. ' t RF. s pl) i\I s E r l 11 E t ' l1 x ' • 'J 5 TAR t l 
~RlTEt5•9GOO>TF,VlSTAR 
'10oU FURMAT(lH 112XtFUeo1Fl2.7.) 
Wt~ITE!5t70JDI 
7ouu FURMAT( 1:-t0t1/1 lax. 'DEFLECTlurJS') 
.u~ITEj5tSOOOI CDISl(J) 11=1•21•~> 
WklTEtStSOOOltDIS2(Il1l=l•21•~> 
t>O tt2C I=lt21 
D ·x :i 1 ( I ) : J • 
DlS21J1=J, 
lf20 Cu NT l ;1UE 
lf(llFLA~.E~.l)GU TU 2 
~Ii'~ l TE I S ' l l 00 0 ~ 
81. 
. i.'I J" 
2 'f 1 . 
2 112 
~ '1 ;1 
l i O 0 U F 0 R tl AT ( l d :J ~ I I I I I • :J X , ij LA k (, E ;) t FL f: C T I tJ 11 A iL'I LY 5 I S e ) 
.2 'l 't 
2 •i ~j 
,~ r\' I T E 1 ·~ • l '::i ~i 0 D >· 
V1 H I T E i 5 9 1 'YO D <J l 
i 1+ u o u F o R :-1 A r c i H J , -. 11 , • r i ;·: c , • s x • • 
c 
;,;:·n c 
2'i13 c I) r:: T [i..; M I NF TH c l '.:> T \) L f< I iJ ;; T I \f L (Jr Hl E M () iH-. s !i ~ ~, E r u Jc I I 0 rL. 
2~? c ------~-------------------------------------------------
250 11 UO 37U I=2t2l 
.~51 X2=tI .. 1l•0ELl'.2 
2 S 2 CJ\ LL 3 I r1 i·~ 5 C T • J ... s ~. i ' l • f> £ L t ,~ 2 , v J\ LU L > 
253 F2X<I1=v1\LLIE 















t)iJ 2)D l=lt2U 
l\l•f( I-ll*Llt::LT;;,l 
.-~A=O 
i) iJ 2 q :·1 ,J ==I ' ;d 
,JA=NA+ 1 
T P r< I ii E ( i LI l = U < ) l 
l.: U ~it Id J E 
CALL '.;) I rlf' S i T P .~ I i·1 i:. t X l 1 L l 1 f' •\ •:)I:. LT A I t •J (\ L 'J t: ) 
F lXC I 1=-\/l1Lllt 
CONTl1J'.Jf.. 
FlX(2Jl""Ll• 
2 6<J c 
269 
2. 7 J 
2}! 
272 





2 7 ·' 
:.r;; 7 '} 
2 t3 :J 







2 J fj 
2 'i'? 
2 '1 J 










c i..A~~GL DEFLECr }(1:J !'.1;, LYS Is Sul_l)f J(d·~ 
c ·······~~··~··········~~······~·~· 
I~ lII~LAG.~0.~lGU Tu 12 
1 F t l C (JUN T • ··IE • l l r.; (1 T 0 l 2 
lO'.=\IAL 
y y = I J i• L u l l + v i:i L '.I l:. 2 I p T \) .. ( I'~ - 1 • l .. f I u t r ; I) / ( r.; ci> !·~ A i3 I~ A ••. ( 1 • I ;·J J ) 
1 8 v 0 1:: v . I - ( y y * \i '.J <II • ( i • I iJ i +xx " vu - 111 :>I.' • i I 
t I Y Y • I I • I fl l 11· 'J v ·41 • l ( i • - ,., } I i't I + X X l 
1Fl/iL3;:;(VO-VCJl} ,LT.Jl lCi(l i'J l'I 
vo=vu1 
(iG. TO pJ 




GO TU lS 
1 2 cw·~ s r"' < L "ii u • ,,; > * v i s r 1, ;-< • ,. i i • / J 1 1 / < "' 1 c; T '" ;-: "K 1 1~ Pr. .. • t i • / 'J i > 
Ti-= l • / I CU l ST* I l • - l , I :J l ) 
rT=TF/(o-ICud .IT) 
T i !\j T = ~· I s T !\ :-i .. r r • ( I • - 'j I I ( 2 •• iJ - l • l • I l ·• - r TI Ti. } .. * ! ( 2 • ·~ ;,; - l • j I ( - l • ) ) 
T I IJ T = T I :~ T + V I ~' I A'{« l .·J - l • I I I 2 , •I\ - 1 • l *' 'r F 
lS i)U 2::,,, 1=1•21 
D I s 1 ' l ) = 0 I s l I I ) + t l ( t I • T I r•) r 
Fi X (I l =Fl X ( I l • 1 IN 1 
FlXOLulll=FlX~L~lll+~l~lll 
fA(J);(flXOL0lll•f lX0LD<1ll/2. 
25(1 C0NT I id£ 
C 11 L L :; l .1 i' ~; ( F A , J • • L l , 2 l • ll l L I . " l , A Li-' 1·1 :~ l 
I F I I C _. U f I T • E t,j , ! l Ii Ii /.. = A L P H t. • L 2 I ~i 
I F < I C '." 'J rl T • i c• • 1 I , C T <; ~ 












3 1. 1 
312 
J.13. 
J l 11 
3 .15 
316 















.3 3 2 
333 
.3 3 q 
335 




3 'i '.) 
:H1 
3'f 2· 






I C 0 U N T =;I C 0 UN T t 1 
i lME::::TIMEtTT 
C lJ £ TE RM I N E T t t E !>! L . t GE U rH: ltd C C 0 : IF 1 GU iU\T I U :..i 
c ----------------~---------------~--------
1 F ! I c o U N T • (i T. ;;: ) t.i J r 0 l 6 
DO 270 I=lt21 
X 2 = ( I .. 1 l • ::> E LT;\ 2 
Ul52( 1l=~.•AAQ/L2*•3.•IX2*•1./(12•*Lll 
82. 








Fb( I l:IF2l(( I l111f"2Xi I l J/2 .. 
CONT t :JUE 
~O TO 17 
00 '+10 1=1·21 
~1S2l1l=6rs21il+f)(l)•AAA 
F 2x 0 L n ( I ) = F 2 " ) LrJ ( I l + F 2 x ( I ) • A I\ A 
F B :< I .1. = I F 2 X :J L u I I l • f 2. X iJ L 1) ( l l ) I :::: • 
COiH I •JUE 
CALL. •:;IMPSIF'dt'J• •L2.12l •iJELT:~21:JE'fill 
I F l I'<: O U l'JT • N t • 2 l G u T 0 l J 
DO 33U l=It21 
F2C Il•OIS21 I l/TJ!lT 
CUNTJ.iUE 
t=ALP,;A 
I F ' c 1 • E (~ ' 0 • l I.I=') 1 - l~ L T A 






IF ( I Ir LAG. E (~. j. i\ ll;) • I (''! 1 •. Hi r • LT. 3 ) u 0 T 0 _11 
1 f ( I C ,, ;_1 i~ T , LT , ;.:. l '.! l '·' TA 1< = V 1 S l 1\ ,1 • ( 1 • - T T / T F l • • ( ;.; I I 1J- l , l l 
I F I I C 1; J N T • E ·:i • " l 11 l :. T '\ r1 = C , 
3 1 IV t( f T t: ( 5 • l 2 r; 0 u l T I .1 t. I \J 1 5 TA ti • u J l • J) l '.:.> 2 ( 1 I I 
12oGO FORMAr(1H .~J~6,J~·F7.21J~tFU,),JX•F6,q1 
I F t I C .i iJi'l r •LT • 1,l l G 1: T 0 5 
L> 0 .. '+ ,·; I = l , 2 l 
U l S 1 C l l = Ll I S l I J l + ~t ;:.. T ,, t D I l ~ + C 111 C 1 I LJ 
'H O C 0 N T I , ~ U E 
\t H I T E ( ::; • 7 J 0 Ci I , 
WR I TE I :J t ':i :J 0 0 I i Lt I S i ( I l • I = I • 2 ; • 'i I 




DA ti A • f" I:_ 5 l ( 1 ) , S 1 MPS 









~U 1.ll?Ut' Tl ·H: '.,;I .ii''.:> ( ,,·x t I.A. X1.i. i~:·. :, TEP. V;\LIJE l 
0 J 1 E "" :; 1 0 ii i1 X I 1 u l ) 
l F I N P • E !~ • 2 l 'J /1 L 1.J 1:. = I ,\ X I l I + A A I l I I • ( X Ii - '( I\ l I 2 • 
1 t l I 1 t-' • E ·~ • l l 1; 0 ·TU 2 







I ~ 1 ~' p ; • 1~ L • ; J 1 • 1 ..• o r o i 



























lFll~r·.CtJ,'ll(i\J To 2 
:>1.=J. 
5.2=u. 
11 l tit' • C ·~ • :, l 5 I :; AX I ~ I 
I I' l r~ P • Ct~ • 6 I :.; •j T 0 't 
D U J 1..• I = •_, , ··~ P - 1 • 2 
Sl~ShAXI I l 
uu qu 1=1,. 11r-l.•2 
S2=SLTAXlll 
VALU~=VALU[+l~XCql+At..(Np)+~.·~l+2.•S~l•5TLPI~ •. 




1 f ( t J f' • E -~ • ·1 I G \J T \..I J 
fl '-' 11.l I = 2 , !~ P - 1 • 1 
:,l=Si+1\>".I 11 
Du 'J.LJ I=J,t-JP-2•2 
'.;i.1!=52+.~XI 11 
V i1 L U t. :::: 5 T l P I 3 • ., ( 11· .< I l l + f, X l 1, P ) + •1 • • S l + 2 • • $ ~ ) 
ii t. T LI I< :.J 
lhlJ 
